
Methods of Mathematical Physics Relativity Workshop 6

Accelerating to Madness
Suppose a spaceship (The Alpha Express) starts at rest at a distance d from the earth and accelerates
with constant acceleration a directly away from earth towards a distant star. The worldline of such
a spaceship, as measured by a person at rest at the origin, is parameterized by the equations:
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where τ is the proper time in the instantaneous rest frame of the spaceship. (We work in c=1 units).

1. Sketch a spacetime diagram of its worldline. Find the intercepts, the equation of any asymp-
totes, and an expression for the speed of the rocket as a function of τ .

2. It is lonely in space, so earth dwellers regularly send news updates to the spaceship crew.
Unfortunately there will come a time when news sent from earth will no longer reach the
spaceship. Explain why, find this time and how fast it is going at that time. Assuming a = g,
the acceleration due to gravity on earth, find the answer in years. (careful – you will need to

put the c’s back in to get an answer in seconds, and then convert to years).

3. When will the last message to reach the spaceship be received by the spaceship, according to
spaceship observers? (Your space time diagram should give you the answer without the need

for calculation.)

4. Earth observers will continue to receive regular updates from the crew of the spaceship, as long
as it lasts. Explain why by drawing worldlines of messages from the spaceship to the earth.

5. Find an equation for the distance between Alpha and the Earth as measured by the crew on
Alpha, and show that for a particular value of d the distance to earth is constant! That is, as
the spaceship speeds up the distance it measures to earth doesn’t change. Explain why?

6. For this distance, find the equations of the lines of simultaneity for the spaceship and show that
they all intersect with earth at t = 0 (The origin event). This shows that the earth becomes
frozen in time as measured by the crew on the spaceship – the earth observers who are waving
them off will be waving for eternity! Does all this remind you of what happens to a probe that
is dropped from a spaceship toward the event horizon of a black hole? From the point of view
of the crew in the spaceship this is exactly what happens. They see the earth as if it were
free falling in some uniform cosmic gravitational field and as they approach some distant even
horizon becoming frozen in time.

7. A second spaceship (The Beta Blazer), starts at rest at some distance L behind the Alpha
Express, accelerates away from earth along the same path as the Alpha Express, and with the
same acceleration, a. Find its equation of motion and draw a new spacetime diagram showing
the worldlines of Alpha and Beta

8. Find the distance between Alpha and Beta as measured by earth observers.

9. Notice that this distance is independent of τ , despite the fact that the rockets are speeding up.
Given that lengths of moving objects should contract, what can you infer from this about what
happens to the separation of the spaceships in their instantaneous rest frame? Use the space
time diagram to illustrate your answer. If a rigid body tries to move in such a way that all
parts accelerate at the same rate, what will happen to it?


